I'hs ardour of painting to an individual otitlo* >L 1 le delights in the cle* of pursuit fmition of tlic English and German illustrators of the first half of the nineteenth century. And 1 have heard him grow eloquent on the subject of Sir Kd \v\ml Poynted
There is a love, common to poets and painters in Kngkuid for the exquisite detail as well as (or the hroud aspects of nature, Indeed we meet with this happy combination in the most painter-like artists, Rembrandt, Rubens, Titian, Veronese embody in their great compositions objects both large and small
In fact, there exists no smalltuvss of form; si/i1 is relative to our senses and our organs of sighi are insufficient for a great part of the objective \vorkl I saw, during a demonstration at the Society of Arts, astonishing enlargements from minute particles of crystal which discovered themselves as impenetrable forests of tree-like growth ;md undergrowth, A living body, a tree, each is a universe containing a complexity of life beyond our perceptions, To represent something of the exquisite detail and the large nobility of form apparent to our limited senses seems to mo no unworthy aim. It has been for me to paint as it were in prose; at leant, I have tried to give to my prone something of dignity, even something of ecstasy, The ecstasy of poetry has been fur others more gifted. Yet it is in the atmosphere of poetry and among men of large vision and magnanimous natures that I have been most happy and comfortable,
The worth and worthtencss of praise 1 know; praise has been given to that which has not deserved it and dispraise to things not unworthy of respect. It is not that one is vain about anything achieved, but we measure our aims and per* formances with those of our contemporaries,! have spent too many unprofitable days making drawings with insufficient motive; have painted—how many canvases now rolled up 1—too often for the sake of painting. Yet again, what I have seen has spurred me to concentration and effort. Sir Charles Holmes once complained: 'You aim to put too much into each canvas.' Yet the ardout of pursuit drives me on to

